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Abstract 9 
Defining the size and shape of hydrocarbon traps is a critical component in estimating the 10 
economic value of potential and existing oil and gas fields, and is therefore a key business 11 
risk. Structural traps, defined by fault and fold geometries, form the most common type of 12 
hydrocarbon traps; the size estimates of which are based on interpretation of sub-surface data, 13 
most notably seismic imagery. Interpretation of seismic image data is uncertain, as the sub-14 
surface images have limited resolution, quality; and in 2D datasets the imagery is spatially 15 
limited and the interpretation requires interpolation between images.  Here we present data 16 
from top reservoir maps created by eight interpretation teams, each of which interpreted a 17 
grid of 2D seismic sections at a regular spacing of 1km, over a 220km
2
 area. The resultant 18 
maps are compared for interpretation variability. Fault statistics have been generated for each 19 
map and compared to analogue datasets to aid in the identification of anomalous 20 
interpretations, and to create a likelihood rank for each map. The structural traps identified by 21 
each team are compared, and the two largest traps are assessed for their potential trapped 22 
hydrocarbon volume.  An initial volume and a corrected volume, accounting for potential 23 
fault seal breach by reservoir-reservoir juxtaposition across the trap-defining faults, are 24 
calculated. The integrated analysis of the multiple interpretations: 1) captures the 25 
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interpretational uncertainty, 2) determines the likeliness (or risk) of each interpretation being 26 
valid, when compared to analogue datasets, and 3) assesses the impact of each interpretation 27 
on the economic viability of potential prospects (defined by structural traps).  28 
 29 
Introduction 30 
The ability to derive an accurate representation of the subsurface, in order to define and 31 
identify potential hydrocarbon structural traps, is a critical part of the exploration process. As 32 
discoveries are matured and developed, although the uncertainties tend to reduce as more data 33 
is acquired, significant structural uncertainty can remain and be critical to the commercial 34 
viability of the field. e.g. the detail of how key faults are connected can have enormous 35 
impact on flow rates and is critical for the effective placement of injectors and producers. 36 
Typically identification of a trap is completed by acquiring and then interpreting seismic data 37 
to determine the sub-surface geometries defined by horizons, faults and folds. In simple terms 38 
the aim is to define the containers into which buoyant fluids may have migrated and then 39 
become trapped. Away from controlled experiments (e.g. Bond el al. 2007), the only 40 
unambiguous test of how good we are at doing this is to review the success or failure of 41 
completed exploration and appraisal wells.  Petroleum companies use dry well analysis and 42 
look-back studies to assess how accurate they have been at predicting success; and in the case 43 
of failure, the accuracy of predicting the reason for failure (Uman et al. 1979; Rose, 1987; 44 
McMaster, 1997; Otis and Schneidermann, 1997; Alexander, 1998 and Ofstad et al. 2000). 45 
Although these sorts of data tend not to be readily available in the public domain, McMaster 46 
(1997) published the results of data collected by Amoco comparing the results of 380 47 
exploration wells drilled over a seven year period. Dry well studies in this case show that 48 
defining the trap was the most common reason for failure (N.B. there was no distinction 49 
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between structural and stratigraphic traps). An earlier case study published by Uman et al. 50 
(1979) indicated that incorrect structural interpretation was observed to be the principal cause 51 
of dry holes (43%) and this risk was only correctly anticipated in 23% of cases (Uman, et al. 52 
1979, Rose, 1987). The anticipation of failure due to lack of reservoir and hydrocarbon 53 
migration was more accurate with a percentage accuracy rate of 79% and 50% respectively. 54 
Detailed analysis of exploration well results drilled in Norway over a ten year period (1884-55 
94) conducted by Ofstad et al (2000) found that on average the reasons for failure was 56 
approximately equal, between lack of trap, reservoir and charge. The accuracy of predicting 57 
the trap as the reason for failure was again the least accurate; anticipated to have been 46%, 58 
post drill analysis showed it to be 26% (Reservoir; pre-drill 32%, Post-drill 27% and Charge; 59 
predrill 37%. Post-drill 29%) (N.B. the categories used in these two studies were slightly 60 
different; Ofstad (2000), did not contain a specific category for structure, the structural 61 
component was included in the trap category). Intriguingly, although the discrepancy is 62 
similar to that identified by Uman, et al. (1979) the results are reversed, over-prediction as 63 
opposed to under-prediction.  Despite this both studies are consistent in that they suggest that 64 
the structural component of predicting the success, or failure is the most difficult to predict 65 
correctly.  66 
Given that prospects are defined by top reservoir structure maps, there is potentially 67 
enormous value associated with being able to distinguish, in a structural geological sense, 68 
between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ seismic interpretations. This, we would argue, is more far reaching 69 
than just identifying maps that are seen as more or less ‘risky’ and that poor structural 70 
interpretations may completely fail to define a valid trap or conversely may define prospects 71 
that are overtly compartmentalized.  In this paper we review a set of prospect-defining, top 72 
reservoir structure maps generated by teams of interpreters from an identical dataset. We 73 
define how structurally variable they are and look at possible ways of assessing their 74 
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structural integrity. We then go on to assess the trapped volume associated with the principal 75 
(largest) prospects defined by each map and investigate the relationships between structural 76 
interpretation, trap risk and variations in trapped hydrocarbon volume. 77 
Background 78 
In a controlled experiment, Bond et al. (2007) demonstrated how a single synthetic seismic 79 
section could be interpreted in many different ways, and investigated how this came about. 80 
Their study showed the influence of personal bias on structural interpretation and 81 
demonstrated how incorporation of a kinematic understanding of the section being interpreted 82 
could be linked to greater success at deriving a valid solution (see also, Bond et al. 2012).  83 
Our study is similar in that it assesses a set of alternative interpretations of seismic data, 84 
however it is different in a significant number of ways. Firstly it is based on real seismic data 85 
that involved the interpretation of a grid of orthogonal 2D lines and secondly it does not focus 86 
on a single cross-section interpretation, rather it is the final top reservoir structure maps, 87 
derived from multiple section interpretations that were examined. The dataset consisted of a 88 
good-quality, 2D seismic data grid with a regular spacing of 1 km, covering an area of 89 
approximately 220 km
2
.  Eight alternative interpretations of the same surface are considered. 90 
The methodologies employed to construct each map were identical, and consisted of 91 
interpreting the 2D seismic lines and then transferring the location of structural data (faults 92 
and folds) and horizon data (depth in two-way travel time (TWT) of the top reservoir surface) 93 
onto a gridded map. Hand drawn maps were then constructed, which involved choosing 94 
which 1D fault points to link together to form a hard-linked fault network, and then drawing 95 
contours to define the geometry of the horizon (Figure 1).  The completed maps were then 96 
depth-converted (N.B. there were no depth conversion anomalies in the data). Interpreters, all 97 
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from industry, had the same purpose in mind, to map and identify potential prospects for 98 
hydrocarbon exploration. 99 
For reasons of confidentiality, the underlying seismic data and the actual maps cannot be 100 
shown, however an accurate geoseismic section and a much simplified generic map are 101 
shown in Figures 2 and 3. For the most part the interpreted structures consist of relatively 102 
simple, linked, listric normal faults. The interval containing the mapped horizon (annotated as 103 
top reservoir in Figure 2) is uniform in thickness and the deformation at this level was related 104 
to a single, late pulse of tilting and extension. This event reactivated an underlying fault 105 
system which propagated upwards to create fault offsets observed at the top reservoir level. 106 
For this reason, comparisons between individual vertical sections show a relatively consistent 107 
set of interpretations. Variability and therefore uncertainty is related to how the cross-section 108 
data was interpreted in map view to create a top reservoir structure map (Figure 1). 109 
The structure, shown diagrammatically in Figure 3, can be described in terms of two domains. 110 
Over the southern two thirds of the map area, the interpreted faults define a series of curved 111 
(listric) normal faults. Towards the north, the structure changes and the curved faults give 112 
way to a set of oblique to orthogonal faults that link with a larger, more linear, fault that 113 
trends NNW-SSE. 114 
The eight map interpretations present an opportunity to compare and contrast a significantly 115 
greater number of alternatives than would ever be available as a result of standard industry 116 
practice. Companies may, on occasion, feel the need to approach a complex structure by 117 
carrying multiple working hypotheses of a mapped structure; and in partnerships, each party 118 
may undertake their own mapping and debate the merits of the each other’s maps. Most of the 119 
time however, in the authors’ experience, there is a tendency to settle on a single, prospect-120 
defining, top reservoir map at an early stage. 121 
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In order to facilitate accurate comparisons and detailed analysis, the hand drawn maps were 122 
digitally captured in a GIS format. This step made it possible to make detailed spatial and 123 
statistical comparisons of the interpreted structure. It also enabled accurate area calculations 124 
to be made of any traps defined on the maps. These calculations have allowed us to document 125 
the differences and discuss the significance of these with regards the number and size of 126 
potential traps. As this study is based on real seismic data which is inherently imperfect, it 127 
could be argued that ultimately there is no correct answer. If, however, we can differentiate 128 
structurally between the maps, or individual traps defined by the maps, and relate these to 129 
prospectivity, then from an industry perspective this potentially allows us to demonstrate how 130 
structural geology can be used to reduce uncertainty and provide quantifiable value. 131 
Defining Variability 132 
Geometrical data extracted from the interpreted maps allows quantitative analysis of the 133 
variability to be undertaken. In this section we consider 6 different parameters, based on fault 134 
population statistics, to compare the eight map interpretations with each other and analogue 135 
data of ‘known’ natural populations. The parameters considered are: fault linkage, total 136 
number of faults, mean fault length, fault length distributions (cumulative frequency), fault 137 
length-maximum displacement relationships, and number of fault intersections.  138 
1. Fault linkage - Overlay analysis of hard linked fault interpretations 139 
Simply by overlaying the maps and conducting a visual inspection it is immediately apparent 140 
that the consistency of the fault patterns differs across the maps (Figure 4), with some 141 
identifiable zones where the interpreted fault pattern, across the eight interpretations, is 142 
distinctly less consistent. These zones represent areas where each team has managed to 143 
interpret an almost unique fault pattern. The reason for these differences appearing to be 144 
related to the number of choices available. Figure 5 shows the seismic grid used for 145 
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constructing the map. The seismic grid is colour-coded by the number of fault cuts for each 146 
cell. A red fill, for example, indicates that the cell has greater than four 1D cuts available to 147 
be linked to form a 2D fault cut. The greater the number of 1D cuts, the greater potential there 148 
is of connecting faults in different ways with different orientations to generate alternate 149 
interpretations. The areas where a higher degree of variability is apparent in Figure 4 coincide 150 
with zones where three or more, high-choice, red cells are juxtaposed, extending the fault 151 
linkage choices over a larger area (Figure 5).  152 
2. Fault Populations - Total number of faults and mean fault length 153 
A basic parameter for the assessment of fault population is the number of faults interpreted on 154 
each map (Figure 6A). The average number of faults (F) for all eight maps is 33. The degree 155 
of variability is considerable, Map 4 stands out as an interpretation with a particularly high 156 
number of faults (F = 53) and at the other end of the spectrum, Map 6 has less than half this 157 
number with only 20 faults interpreted (Figure 6A). The graph shown in figure 6B suggests 158 
that the number of faults that appear on the maps is inversely linked to fault length, i.e. maps 159 
with high fault counts tend to have shorter faults and vice-versa. A likely explanation for this 160 
variation is that an interpretational preference for fewer longer faults or shorter more 161 
numerous faults. The above count only considers discrete individual fault lines, faults that are 162 
linked by branch points are described later. 163 
The summed total of fault lengths for each map with respect to the total number of faults 164 
interpreted is shown in Figure 6C. The relatively high fault count associated with Map 4 (53) 165 
is associated with a considerably larger sum total fault length of 24,277 m, over 40,000 m 166 
longer than the next highest. A positive correlation between summed fault lengths and the 167 
total number of faults is apparent (Figure 6C). This relationship appears to be a product of 168 
how the faults are linked within the grid system (Figure 1A & Figure 6D). This principal is 169 
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demonstrated by comparing the two hypothetical interpretations shown in Figure 6Di and 170 
6Dii which show two alternate interpretations of 4 fault cuts on a small grid. One 171 
interpretation has linked the fault cuts to form two faults, the second, which is equally valid 172 
has four, one for each fault cut. Comparison of total length of the two- and four-fault 173 
solutions with respect to the number of faults shows the four-fault interpretation has a total 174 
line length that is 40 % longer (Figure 6Div). Essentially, interpreting fewer faults is more 175 
efficient with regards to the length of fault you need to connect the fault cuts together. The 176 
relationship however is complicated by a number of other geometrical factors, such as the 177 
trends imposed on the faults, how they intersect and bisect each other and also how the 178 
interpreter chooses to terminate them (Figure 7Di -iii). 179 
3. Fault lengths - cumulative frequency 180 
Significantly more detail regarding individual fault populations and on how they vary is 181 
shown by cumulative frequency plots of fault lengths. Data extracted from field studies have 182 
shown that fault populations are consistent with a power law distribution (Cladouhos and 183 
Marrett, 1996; Davy, 1993; and Scholz et al. 1993). Plotted on a log-log scale graph, such 184 
distributions define a straight line, the slope of which is defined by the function C (Cladouhos 185 
and Marrett, 1996). Potentially these plots could be used not only to define the variability of 186 
the fault populations but also discriminate between them by relating them to natural 187 
analogues. The individual trends of each map are shown in Figure 7A, together with analogue 188 
data (adapted from Cladouhos and Marrett, 1996). All of the maps show little correlation with 189 
the straight line prediction for small fault lengths. This phenomenon has been well 190 
documented by a number of publications regardless of the sampling techniques used (e.g. 191 
Childs et al. 1990; Gauthier and Lake, 1993; Stewart, 2001 & Torabi and Berg 2011). This 192 
“truncation effect” is caused by under-sampling of the small fault population (Torabi & Berg 193 
2011). With regards this dataset the small fault population interpreted on the seismic lines 194 
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would have been limited by the resolution of the seismic (the smallest visible faults had 195 
offsets of around 5 milliseconds or approximately 3-6 m), this would have been the same for 196 
all teams. The maps, however, display significant variation and this is a product of how the 197 
faults have been interpreted (Figure 7). Maps 1,3, 4 and 5 have similar truncation points of 198 
around 2 km, the truncation points displayed by the remaining maps (2, 6, 7 and 8) are longer 199 
at ~6 km. Essentially the second group have fewer smaller faults compared to the first group 200 
(Figure 7A). At the long end of the fault spectrum, the trends displayed by the maps also drop 201 
away from the power law curve. This tendency is similarly well documented in publications 202 
(e.g. Torabi and Berg 2011) and is related to the limitations in the data set caused by size of 203 
the study area with respect to the length of the larger faults. Faults that extend beyond the 204 
mapped area will be foreshortened and too short to maintain a power law trend at the long end 205 
of the spectrum. Maps 1 and 5 stand out as having particularly good correlations to a power 206 
law curve at the long end of the fault spectrum (Figure 7A and 7B).   207 
The trends displayed at the two ends of the fault length population and how they relate to 208 
analogue data enable the maps to be grouped with regard to how well they fit power law 209 
curves. Trends A and B are similar at the short end with similar truncation points of around 2 210 
km, however they are very different at the long end; Trend A drops off the curve at around 8 211 
km while Trend B remains almost parallel up 25-30 km. Trend C stands out as having a low 212 
end truncation point of around round 6 km, and a long end similar to that of Trend A (~ 8 km) 213 
(Figure 7C).  214 
Based on the above observations one could argue that the fault populations associated with 215 
Trend B (Maps 1 & 5) show a better relationship to natural analogue populations, and as such 216 
may well be a more accurate reflection of reality.  217 
4. Fault length - maximum displacement (dmax /L ratio) 218 
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Fault population statistics often also take into account fault length - displacement 219 
relationships. These are often plotted on  log-log scale graphs of fault length / maximum 220 
displacement (dmax/L ratio; Cowie & Scholz, 1992, and Schultz et al. 2008).  Graphs for each 221 
map, together with an analogue fault dataset (Schultz et al. 2008) are shown in Figure 8. It is 222 
worth remembering that with regards the input data this extraction is not only a function of 223 
how faults have been joined together, but also of how the horizon contours have been drawn, 224 
and importantly how they have been interpreted to intersect and relate to faults.  225 
A general relationship displayed by all the maps, with respect to the analogue data, is that the 226 
maximum displacements are smaller than would be expected for the fault lengths that have 227 
been interpreted (i.e. they sit to the right of the global dataset in Figure 8). The reason for this 228 
is almost certainly due to the mapped horizon being located towards the shallower part the 229 
reactivated faults; in other words, the maximum throw on the faults is located deeper within 230 
the stratigraphy, requiring the mapping of older horizons to properly define this (Figure 2). A 231 
best-fit line defining the long axis of the distribution for each map is shown on Figure 8. The 232 
angle this forms with respect to the global dataset varies for each map and provides an 233 
alternative way of defining the interpretational variability between the maps. The best fit lines 234 
from the maps are consistently steeper than that defined by the global dataset, the only 235 
exception being Map 5 which is broadly parallel. The angular difference, however, varies 236 
considerably and is compared in Figure 9. In this figure the trend lines have been placed so 237 
they diverge from a single point so as to emphasise the angular relationships between them. 238 
Where the map trend is parallel or at a low angle to the analogue data, although dmax /L ratios 239 
are on the low side (as described above), the relationship remains consistent across the whole 240 
fault population (Maps 2, 5, & 8 and to a lesser extent 1 & 7).  Where the angle is particularly 241 
pronounced (Maps 3, 4 & 6), shorter fault lengths are progressively associated with lower 242 
dmax /L ratios. If we take the fault population defined by Map 6, two of the shortest faults (4 243 
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and 8 km in length) both have maximum displacements of 5 m. Global analogue faults of 244 
comparable displacement have lengths ranging from 150 to 900 m. By way of comparison, 245 
the Map 5 interpretation has almost an order of magnitude lower dmax /L ratios for faults of 246 
roughly the same length. Some caution is required in using dmax/L ratio data to discriminate 247 
between datasets, as analogue data is itself a varied and complex set of data derived from 248 
numerous sources (Schultz et al. 2008). Considerable variation has been observed and the 249 
accuracy and consistency of data recording has come into question (Kim and Sanderson, 250 
2005). The relationships above, however, suggest that some of the smaller faults interpreted 251 
on Maps 3, 4 & 6 and to a lesser extent on Maps 1 & 7 may be excessively long given their 252 
relatively modest displacements. 253 
5. Fault Intersections 254 
The distribution of fault intersections (branch points) for all teams is shown on the inset map 255 
in Figure 10. If the interpretation teams had consistently linked the same faults in the same 256 
place, some degree of clustering would be apparent. Although some clusters can be observed 257 
(A, Figure 10) the intersection points generally display linear trends distributed along the 258 
major faults (B, Figure 10). However, over significant portions of the map the distribution 259 
appears to be relatively random. Although, there are no apparent trends to the distribution of 260 
branch points associated with the eight maps, the exercise highlights the degree of variability 261 
that exists between the multiple interpretations.  262 
The degree to which fault populations have been linked together can be gauged by measuring 263 
the relative number of X, Y and I nodes (Figure 10). These intersections (or network 264 
topology) have been used to understand both fault and fracture connectivity (Manzocchi 265 
2002, Nixon 2013, Sanderson & Nixon 2014). In the context of this analysis, topology is 266 
potentially a critical factor for creating multi-fault structural traps (also known as Complex 267 
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Traps; Beha et al., 2012). A topology graph showing the % of X, Y and I nodes is shown in 268 
Figure 10. I and Y nodes account for most of the connections. Five of the maps have a more 269 
or less equal proportion of I and Y nodes, however, Maps 6 & 2 stand out for having a high 270 
percentage of Y nodes, in particular Map 6 where the Y nodes total 77 %.  At the other end of 271 
the spectrum, Map 7 has the lowest number of Y nodes at 37 %. Again these statistics are 272 
illustrating interpretational preferences, in this case relating to how aggressively the fault 273 
population is linked together; the significance of this is discussed below. 274 
 275 
Linked Fault Systems and Structural traps 276 
The development of a curved, listric fault on a dipping surface, where the fault dips in the 277 
direction of the slope is a common occurrence in gravity-driven extensional systems (e.g 278 
Niger Delta, Roudby and Cobbold 1996). The combination of the bedding dip and fault 279 
curvature creates an ideal scenario for a fault-bounded structural trap into which any 280 
hydrocarbons migrating up-dip could accumulate (Figure 3). If we take a simple case and 281 
consider a single reservoir of uniform thickness surrounded by impermeable shale, in order to 282 
complete the trap, the fault must have sufficient offset of the reservoir and juxtapose the 283 
down-thrown hanging-wall against an impermeable lithology in the footwall, i.e. the fault 284 
must possess a throw which is greater than the thickness of the reservoir (Hubert, 1953; 285 
Smith, 1980; Færseth et al. 2007).  This scenario described above is shown in Figure 11A for 286 
a single curved fault where it is assumed that the throw on the fault decreases symmetrically 287 
towards the fault tips. In the lower diagram the trap size (dashed line) has been adjusted to 288 
account for where the offset has become too small to form a trap. Two scenarios involving a 289 
two-fault system are shown schematically in Figure 11B and C. In one case, the faults are 290 
linked to form a trap, in the other they remain unconnected. The impact on the trap size is 291 
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obvious and is a key feature of a number of traps defined by the maps considered here. If 292 
multiple reservoirs were present, faults would have to seal by way of an impermeable gouge 293 
or smear on the fault where reservoirs overlap (e.g. see Yielding et al. 1997; Yielding, 2015 294 
this publication). Regardless of this complication, trap sizes would be equally impacted by 295 
the way the faults are linked in Figure 11 B & C. 296 
The relationship between the number of “linked fault” traps and the % of “Y” nodes is shown 297 
in Figure 12. If traps that are dependent on fault linkage are considered independently, Map 6 298 
is clearly anomalous with almost twice as many traps as the other teams. Map 6 also stood out 299 
as having the least number of faults (Figure 6), having faults that were overly long with 300 
respect to their maximum displacement (Figure 8) and with a significantly larger percentage 301 
of “Y” nodes (Figure 10). When these observations are taken together, Map 6 appears to be 302 
the product of an interpretation team that tended to draw long faults and critically, linked a 303 
high proportion of them together. Interestingly, the graph in Figure 12 also shows that there is 304 
no clear relationship between the lower percentages of “Y” nodes associated with the other 305 
maps and the number of “linked fault” traps. The reason for this is probably two-fold, firstly 306 
the generation of a linked fault trap may be dependent on a few critical branch points, and 307 
these may have been made regardless of the number of links. Secondly the number of traps is 308 
dependent on other factors such as fault length.  309 
Screening and Trap Inventory 310 
An assessment of the potential prospectivity on a map by map basis is revealed by showing 311 
the amount of “trapped area” defined by each team (Figure 13). The “trapped area” is 312 
essentially the surface area mapped to either a spill point or a fault termination (upper 313 
diagrams of Figure 11; note this does not account for reservoir offset). Again Map 6 is clearly 314 
an outlier, associated with a high number of traps, and not surprisingly it displays a 315 
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significantly greater trapped area than the other map interpretations. In terms of size, three 316 
traps stand out; A, B and E. Traps A and B are both single-fault traps, while Trap E is formed 317 
by linkages between the large fault that extends off the map to the east, and one of the more 318 
oblique-trending faults in the northern half of the map (Figures 3 & 13).  The actual fault 319 
interpreted to make this link varied from team to team and this is reflected in the variable size 320 
of the area of Trap E (Figure 13). At the low end of the spectrum, Map 4 stands out as having 321 
a very small gross trapped area and the principal reason for this is the absence from this 322 
inventory of Trap A, which is associated with the largest area (Figure 13). On Map 4, the 323 
fault that defines this trap is much shorter than on the other maps, and this is consistent with 324 
the bias apparent in Figure 6 for mapping significantly more faults that are relatively short 325 
when compared with the other maps. 326 
In order to account for potential fault seal issues resulting from the lack of separation of the 327 
reservoir across the fault (Figure 11), a second column (α) for each map is shown in Figure 328 
13, where all traps that have a maximum throw of less than 20 meters (the thickness of the 329 
reservoir) have been ‘filtered out’. The impact on Map 6 is the most dramatic as it effectively 330 
removes all of the extra traps generated by the greater degree of fault linkage when compared 331 
to the other maps. In percentage terms, the impact on the trapped area of Map 4 was also 332 
dramatic, removing over half the area and reducing its inventory down to a single trap. 333 
In Maps 2, 3 & 5, Trap E is removed completely on the basis of there being no reservoir 334 
juxtaposition, i.e. in these maps the maximum displacement defined by the contours on the 335 
maps was smaller than those on the other map interpretations, dropping below the twenty 336 
meter threshold.  337 
 338 
The Principal Traps; detailed analysis & volume assessment 339 
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If we assume that other, non-structural elements of the petroleum system are homogeneous 340 
across the study area, the largest traps, consistently defined by the interpretation teams as 341 
Traps A & B, would be the most attractive in economic terms. Defined by a single, listric 342 
fault, these traps are associated with the development of a fault-related fold or rollover 343 
anticline (Crans, et al. 1980; White et al. 1986; Xiao and Suppe, 1992). The recognition of 344 
this fold on the seismic data, and the subsequent mapping of its 3D geometry in the form of 345 
horizon contours, is a critical factor in terms of defining both the integrity and size of the 346 
traps. These traps are assessed in more detail below.  347 
As the dataset was comprised of 2D seismic, the interpreted cross-section lines typically 348 
become a series of plotted points on a map (Figure 1). The cross sections depicted in Figure 349 
14 A and B are not geo-seismic sections, but represent cross sections drawn as part of the 350 
interpretation to create Maps 1 and 8. The cross-sections display solutions that honour the 351 
data, and show faults with a normal offset that are equally valid based on the known data 352 
points. The difference between the two solutions is in the interpretation and representation of 353 
the hanging-wall anticline geometry. The impact from an economic perspective is that the 354 
interpretation with the fold (Figure 14B) has significantly increased separation of the 355 
reservoir across the fault. Figure 15 shows schematic line drawing maps of the eight 356 
interpretations of Trap A; depicted are the main fault that defines the trap and any associated 357 
folds, as defined by the interpreted contours. Three of the eight teams did not interpret an 358 
anticline associated with the fault.  359 
The impact of not interpreting an anticline is assessed by generating a series of Allan-type 360 
(fault separation) diagrams (Allan, 1989) of the faults that define Traps A and B. In Figure 16 361 
(Trap A) and Figure 17 (Trap B), two graphs are defined for each map; to the left, the data 362 
points are spaced evenly and the footwall and hanging wall cut off values are shown. To the 363 
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right, the data points are separated on the Y axis by the distance between the observations, the 364 
X-axis shows the magnitude of reservoir separation. A red intersection line has been drawn to 365 
show the point at which the fault throw drops below 20 m and the integrity of the trap is 366 
compromised. This is the point at which, according to the map, the reservoir sands are in 367 
contact across the fault. If the maps shown in Figure 15 are cross referenced with the suite of 368 
graphs shown in Figure 16, the impact of not defining the fold on the effective size of the trap 369 
is clear. Trap A, as it is defined on Maps 7 and 8, is greatly reduced in size and would have a 370 
reduced value in any economic evaluation. To illustrate the impact of the variability described 371 
above, the combined volume that would be attributed to Traps A & B was used as input into a 372 
simple deterministic volume calculation (Figure 18). This basic calculation multiplies the 373 
Area of the trap/closure by the Gross Reservoir Thickness to calculate a gross volume of 374 
reservoir rock (GRV, or Gross Rock Volume). The other volumetric input parameters (Net-375 
to-Gross reservoir, Porosity and Hydrocarbon Saturation) are multiplied through as fractions 376 
to give the net pore space occupied by hydrocarbons (In-Place Resources; it is assumed that 377 
the structure is filled down to the spill point with hydrocarbons). Finally, a recovery fraction 378 
(Recovery Factor, RF) is used to arrive at the final volume of recoverable oil (Recoverable 379 
Resources, Millions of Barrels (MMbbl)). The authors would like to stress that this is done 380 
purely for the purpose of being able to show comparative volumes. In reality, exploration 381 
targets should always be assessed using input distributions with appropriate ranges for each 382 
volume parameter to derive a probability distribution for the resultant volumes, i.e. a 383 
stochastic/probabilistic approach (Capen, 1976; Capen, 1992; Rose, 1999; Rose and Citron, 384 
2000). Note that in order to keep the calculation as simple as possible, only a single fluid 385 
phase is considered here (oil) and changes in volume associated with the transition from the 386 
subsurface have not been factored in. 387 
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In Figure 18, the graph of ‘initial’, uncorrected volume consists of a bar for each team, which 388 
details the total predicted recoverable oil volume from Traps A and B. The corrected volume 389 
graph (Figure 18 – right), shows the impact of accounting for the more detailed assessment of 390 
the fault throws shown in Figures 16 & 17.  391 
The Use of Fault Population Statistics to Screen Interpretations 392 
In the first part of this paper we presented statistics that demonstrated significant variability in 393 
the structures defined by each map (Figures 4 to 10).  The significance of the variability, with 394 
regards to petroleum exploration, was made clear by calculating the potential closure area 395 
associated with structural traps (Figure 13). The results show that the degree of uncertainty is 396 
considerable, ranging from just over 50 km
2
 to 230 km
2
. For traps, where the throw of the 397 
fault was greater than the thickness of the reservoir, the area ranged from 26 km
2
 to 143 km
2
. 398 
The ratio in both cases is around 1:5. In percentage terms, maps from each end of this 399 
spectrum would be inputting areas into volume screening which differ by 500 %.   If the two 400 
end members are omitted (Maps 4 & 6) the ranges displayed are much narrower with 401 
‘unfiltered’ and ‘filtered’ ratios of 1:1.9 ratio of 1:1.5 respectively. 402 
From a commercial perspective this is quite disconcerting, particularly as a company would 403 
almost certainly not have a suite of maps with alternative interpretations to consider. As such, 404 
they would have no frame of reference as to where in the interpretation spectrum their map, 405 
(upon which they were basing their investment), was located in the range of possible 406 
outcomes. As a geoscientist making commercial considerations, it would be prudent to 407 
contemplate the reliability of a recommendation based on a single top-reservoir map, given 408 
the statistical variation we have considered here. 409 
We must consider the outliers (in terms of trapped area) to see if they display any particularly 410 
anomalous structural traits, both with respect to the other maps and with respect to analogue 411 
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data. The high trap area associated with Map 6 stands out, as do many of the fault statistics 412 
for this map. Map 6 has the:  413 
1. Lowest number of faults and highest mean fault length (Figure 6), 414 
2. Displays a trend line with one of the highest variations in slope with respect to the 415 
analogue data in Maximum Displacement vs. Fault Length log-log scale graphs (i.e. 416 
faults that have the smallest throws have significantly larger fault lengths if compared 417 
to the analogue data; Figure 8), and 418 
3. Critically, of all the maps, the faults on this map are significantly more connected with 419 
a Nc/b ratio (average number of faults per branch) of just over 1.8, the maximum 420 
possible being 2. This has resulted in the definition of a high number of traps defined 421 
by linked faults (Figure 12). 422 
The low trap area defined by Map 4 is down to the omission, from this map’s prospect 423 
inventory, of Trap A. This trap was mapped by all teams and also consistently had the 424 
largest area (Figure 13).  When compared to the other maps, Map 4 stands out as having a 425 
higher fault count and a low mean fault length (Figure 6). It also stands out as being 426 
notably anomalous with respect to the statistics for two analogues: fault-length frequency, 427 
and maximum displacement vs. fault length (see Table 1), but is not as conspicuous as 428 
Map 6. In the case of Map 4, it is possible that the difference in the interpretation that 429 
caused this trap to be omitted from the map may be too subtle to be captured by the gross 430 
statistics of the interpretation.  431 
An attempt has been made to use the statistical comparisons of the interpreted maps to the 432 
various analogues. A qualitative scheme has been adopted, scoring each map’s 433 
relationship to three key analogue datasets as: particularly anomalous, anomalous, or good 434 
(Table 1). Using this relatively simple system, each map has then been ranked from 1-4 435 
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based on these judgements. Although this approach clearly highlights that there may be a 436 
problem with Map 6, it also suggests that Map 3 may be similarly flawed, however this 437 
map does not stand out as being particularly anomalous with regard to trap area (Figure 438 
13). This suggests that, as noted above, some structural features that have a high impact 439 
on area are too subtle to be reflected by gross statistics. A larger dataset may well indicate 440 
if, on average, this approach may be applicable. Based on this study, a better approach 441 
may be to use any anomalous relationships compared to the analogues as simply ‘warning 442 
flags’ that there may be problem and that a review of the interpretation may be 443 
appropriate using further geometric, kinematic and mechanical techniques. At the other 444 
end of the spectrum, we note in Table 1 that two maps (Maps 1 & 5) have no anomalous 445 
flags i.e. they are judged as having a good statistical fit to the three analogue dataset 446 
comparators. In the following section we discuss how these observations relate to the 447 
more detailed analysis of Traps A & B, the primary prospects.  448 
Discussion – Volume Uncertainty and Risk 449 
The detailed comparison of the two volumetrically biggest prospects (Traps A & B) focuses 450 
on the actual geometry and offset of the reservoir unit across the fault. The traps are 451 
dependent not only on the geometry of the interpreted faults but also of the geometry of the 452 
interpreted contours. Figures 15, 16 and 17 show there is substantial variation between the 453 
eight map interpretations. To properly describe the variation and the business impact that this 454 
may have, we need to talk both in terms of Risk (i.e. the chance that the trap may or may not 455 
exist; including consideration of fault seal issues) and in terms of Uncertainty (i.e. the size of 456 
the trap and the range in potential volume outcomes). Risk needs to be considered as Traps A 457 
and B were not identified by all the maps. 458 
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Specifically, Map 4 did not define Trap A; and in Maps 4 and 8, although they defined Trap 459 
B, the contouring was such that there was no separation of the reservoir across the fault and 460 
therefore no effective trap (Figures 15,16 and 17). Does the fact that these teams failed to map 461 
these traps suggest there is a chance (or risk) that the trap does not exist on any of the maps? 462 
Or alternatively can we argue that the maps that failed to define the traps are so poor that they 463 
can be discounted in a risk sense (i.e. there is no chance that they are correct) and for these 464 
teams poor mapping has led to a missed opportunity. In this case we would argue the latter, 465 
and would base this on the clearly anomalous offset patterns displayed by Allan diagrams that 466 
define Faults A and B in Figures 16 and 17.  467 
Much of the uncertainty in volume arises from the recognition, and then definition by 468 
contouring, of a rollover anticline (Figures 14, 16 & 17). The nature of the data is such that 469 
the interpreters had to recognise this trend from the sections, then make sure this geometry 470 
was captured as the contours were drawn. The impact of understanding the relationship 471 
between listric fault geometry and associated folding is obvious in terms of value when the 472 
initial and corrected volumes for Trap A in Maps 7 & 8 are compared. The level of 473 
uncertainty is demonstrated by calculating and comparing firstly the trap area for each map, 474 
and secondly by undertaking volume analysis on the two largest traps. In the second 475 
calculation, three of the maps (Maps 4, 7 & 8) fared poorly; Map 7 predicting 25 MMbbl 476 
(60% reduction) , Map 8 only predicting 4.2 MMbbl (91% reduction) and Map 4 predicting 477 
no volume at all (Figure 18).  478 
In terms of risking the interpreted reservoir maps, QC checks such as those identifying 479 
anomalies in offset patterns across faults, including reservoir offset (as a fault seal risk), are 480 
vital. But the use of fault statistics analogue datasets may also play a role in discriminating 481 
between and risking multiple interpretations. Interestingly, of the remaining five maps that 482 
meet the interpretation criteria (i.e. ones that do not have anomalous fault offset patterns), 483 
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Map 1 predicts the highest volume, and was one of two maps (Map 1 & 5) that had the best 484 
relationship to our three key analogue metrics. 485 
In the context of 3D seismic datasets and the merits of software interpretation versus 486 
traditional hand contouring techniques, the results of this paper may appear not to be directly 487 
relevant. However, the authors believe that many of the interpretational issues that arise in 488 
this exercise are also common products of interpretations undertaken in industry software 489 
packages, as evidenced by Freeman et al. (2010); and are found equally in the interpretation 490 
of 3D seismic volumes. For 3D seismic volumes this is partly the result of common 491 
interpretation methodologies in which key surfaces are interpreted from 2D grids of selected 492 
lines, to construct a template for the full 3D interpretation. Variation will always arise 493 
because fault connectivity and lateral and vertical extent (length and displacement) still 494 
require interpreter choice. In some cases poor results often also arise because interpreter 495 
choice is devolved, to some degree or another, to automated procedures embedded within the 496 
code of the interpretation package being utilised, which may not adequately handle imperfect 497 
seismic data. 498 
The data presented here give an intriguing insight into volume variability and trap risk and 499 
uncertainty associated with converting a 2D seismic grid of cross-section interpretations into 500 
a top reservoir map. The results are particularly insightful as the structures displayed on any 501 
one line section appear comparatively simple to interpret, yet when used to make an 502 
interpretation across a seismic survey, they can yield starkly different map products. 503 
Differences between the initial section interpretations, therefore, do not necessarily highlight 504 




The results of this interpretation exercise raise questions, as to the efficacy of using single 507 
interpretations of seismic datasets to create single deterministic models from which trap size 508 
and hydrocarbon volumes may be calculated. In our example, based on real data, the 509 
uncertainty in potential trap volumes for the two largest traps identified varied from 66.4 510 
(Map 1) MMbbl to no volume at all (Map 4). Such uncertainty could have a substantial 511 
impact on economic evaluations of prospectivity in a commercial Exploration and Production 512 
context.  513 
As advocated by Freeman et al. (2010) we propose that empirical rules, such as Allan 514 
diagrams of fault displacement-offset patterns and fault length-displacement characteristics, 515 
(the latter based on global analogue datasets) can be used judicially to flag-up erroneous or 516 
unlikely interpretations. In detailed studies this may be undertaken quantitatively, but here we 517 
found a qualitative ranking was a useful indicator as to which map interpretations were most 518 
extreme, or biased; and hence of potential greater risk to subsequent project economics. In 519 
combining screening of the map interpretations using fault population statistics with 520 
assessment of trap volume, both the uncertainty in potential hydrocarbon volume can be 521 
established as well as a risk ranking. This additional step provides a clear indication of the 522 
business risks associated with different interpretations.  523 
In an ideal world, more interpretational scenarios should be developed from individual 524 
seismic datasets throughout the oil and gas industry. But considering the context of financial 525 
and workforce/skills constraints, we would at least recommend the use of simple statistical 526 
checks on fault populations and attributes as an initial interpretation quality control, and the 527 
consideration of alternative interpretations if these quality checks highlight anomalies. In 528 
addition, rather than simply using a generic uncertainty range to calculate volumes, we would 529 
recommend direct consideration of the impact of interpretation decisions on volume inputs 530 
e.g. fault connectivity, fault extent, fault population, size of roll-over anticline etc. Seismic 531 
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interpreters should be aware of their interpretation choices, how these feed into risk analysis 532 
and volumetric uncertainties within the structural model, and ultimately the business impact 533 
of their decisions.  If we can cast our minds back to the introduction and the look back data 534 
described by Uman et al (1979) and Ofstad (2000), the high levels of inaccuracy associated 535 
with defining traps is consistent with the findings of this study.  536 
 537 
We would like to acknowledge and thank Frank Peel and Seb Turner for taking time to 538 
review this paper. Also thanks to Marguerite Fleming for perpetual encouragement.  539 
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 541 
 Tables 542 
    Table 1. 543 
 544 
Table 1.Qualitative scoring of each interpreted map (1-8), against three key analogue datasets. 545 
The scoring categories are: particularly anomalous relationship = XX, anomalous relationship 546 
= X, good relationship = blank. Each map has then been ranked from 1-4. 547 
 548 
  Map 1 Map 2 Map 3 Map 4 Map 5 Map 6 Map 7 Map 8 
Fault-length frequency    X XX X   X X X 
Maximum displacement vs. fault length  
 
  XX X   XX     
Topology   X       XX     
Rank 1 3 4 3 1 4 2   2 
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Figure Captions  549 
Figure 1. Examples of the interpretation methodology n.b. the two maps shown are for 550 
representation purposes only and have been extracted from different areas of the original map 551 
and may have been rotated. A. Fault interpretation; connecting fault intersection points or 552 
“fault-cuts” to form a fault map. Fault intersection points are in determined from 553 
interpretation of the 2D seismic data (seismic grid outlined in grey).  B. Horizon 554 
interpretation; contouring using posted horizon time data at the 2D seismic grid intersection 555 
points (n.b. there are different ways of posting horizon data, here horizon data has been 556 
posted at intersection points). 557 
 558 
Figure 2. Geoseismic cross section. The section shows part of a structural ‘dip line’ of the 559 
faulted reservoir interpreted during the study. Top reservoir is annotated and the reservoir 560 
interval is outlined in black.   561 
 562 
Figure 3. Generic map (A) showing the style of the fault system, towards the south faults are 563 
more curved forming large listric faults. Towards the north, although the faults can be traced 564 
down to the same detachment, the faults are less curved in map view and display more varied 565 
strike direction. (B) The change in the character appears to be linked to a change in the dip of 566 
the underlying detachment. 567 
 568 
Figure 4. Clip out detail of the 8 fault interpretations considered in this study superimposed. 569 
Areas A and B show parts of the map where the variation is visually more variable and less 570 
variable respectively. 571 
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Figure 5. Colour-coded seismic grid showing “fault-cut” density. Seismic grid colour coded 572 
with the average number of fault intersections for each intersection box (hot colours – high 573 
density, cool colours –low/no density). Dashed polygon outlines are of areas of high fault 574 
interpretation variability (as shown in Figure 4A) 575 
 576 
Figure 6. Fault length statistics for each map interpreted. A. Graph showing the number of 577 
faults interpreted by each interpretation team. B. Mean fault length plotted against the number 578 
of faults for each map. C. Total length of interpreted faults plotted against the number of 579 
faults on each map. D. Illustration of alternate interpretations of a simple grid with 4 fault 580 
cuts, see text for discussion)  581 
 582 
Figure 7. Fault- length frequency.  A. Fault length frequency profile for each map. Each graph 583 
shows the point data together with a trend line, orange lines show best fit slopes (C) for 584 
natural fault populations (adapted from Cladouhos and Marrett, 1996).  B. Grouped trend 585 
profiles (map numbers grouped are shown in the white box for each graph), with best fit 586 
slopes (C) shown in white dashes   C. Trend comparison for each of the three groups.  587 
 588 
Figure 8. Maximum displacement vs.  fault length log-log scale graphs. White circles (Series 589 
1) = global dataset; black circles (Series 2) = map team data, Global dataset courtesy of 590 
Badleys Geoscience. Thick dashed lines = global dataset trend, double line = specific map 591 




Figure 9. Graphs comparing maximum displacement vs.  fault length trends across the eight 594 
map interpretations. A. Trend comparisons for groups of maps overlaid.  B. Same data moved 595 
to diverge from a single point to show the angular relationships; thick-dashed line is the 596 
global dataset trend (Schultz et al. 2008), other lines are for the specific map trends (M1 to 597 
M8). 598 
 599 
Figure 10. Fault Topology. Triangle diagram depicting the  % proportion of “X”, “Y” and “I” 600 
intersection nodes (see explanatory diagram) for each map interpretation (Triangular diagram 601 
plotted courtesy of the Tri-plot program by Graham and Midgley, 2000). Inset map shows the 602 
distribution of fault intersection nodes (branch points) for all the map interpretations. Some 603 
clustering of nodes occurs (e.g. A) indicating that fault intersection points are common across 604 
the interpreted maps. More common are linear trends of intersection nodes (e.g. B) along 605 
faults.  606 
 607 
Figure 11. Schematic diagrams of cross-fault separation of a hydrocarbon reservoir. A simple 608 
dipping surface  is cut by A,.a single curved fault; B., Two connected faults; and C., Two 609 
unconnected faults. In each scenario a schematic trap accounting for displacement gradients, 610 
reservoir separation & cross fault communication is shown with spill points annotated in red.   611 
 612 
Figure 12. Graph showing the relationship between the % of fault linkage and the number of 613 
linked-fault traps generated. The percentage of Y nodes (which have the potential to create 614 
linked-fault traps), for each map interpretation is plotted against the number of interpreted 615 




Figure 13. Assessment of potential hydrocrabon traps resulting from each map interpretation. 618 
A. Map showing the approximate position and size of the structural traps defined by the maps 619 
(the number shown next to each letter indicates how many times it appeared on one of the 620 
maps). B. Graph showing trap area (km
2
), multiple numbers for some traps indicate where the 621 
trap was shown to be compartmentalised, together with a second bar (alpha) the area for traps 622 
which had a maximum fault throw of  > 20 m (ensuring reservoir separation across the fault 623 
traps). 624 
 625 
Figure 14. Grid spacing and reservoir horizon interpretation across a fault. A., with no 626 
hanging wall anticline interpreted. B., with hanging wall anticline interpreted (both 627 
interpretations honour the data points).  628 
 629 
Figure 15. Schematic maps of the eight interpretations. The line drawings show the location 630 
of the Trap A Master Fault and the location of the associated anticline (as defined by the 631 
contours) made by each team.  632 
 633 
Figure 16. Graphs of reservoir displacement across the fault defining structural Trap A for 634 
each map interpretation. Each map interpretation has two graphs: Graph 1 (left) an Allan-type 635 
diagram showing footwall and hanging-wall depths; Graph 2  is based on the same data but 636 
shows  fault throw against fault length. The black line of the graph highlights the 20 m throw 637 
mark, and the red line denotes the point along the fault at which trap integrity may be 638 




Figure 17. Graphs of reservoir displacement across the fault defining structural Trap B for 641 
each map interpretation. Each map interpretation has two graphs: Graph 1 (left) an Allan type 642 
diagram showing footwall and hanging-wall depths.  Graph 2 is based on the same data but 643 
shows fault throw against fault length. The black line of the graph highlights the 20 m throw 644 
mark, and the red line denotes the point along the fault at which trap integrity may be 645 
breached.  646 
 647 
Figure 18. Deterministic recoverable volume (MMbbl) calculation for Traps A and B. Initial 648 
volume = no correction for any variation in fault throw. Corrected volume; same traps but 649 
corrected for each maps throw profile. 650 
 651 
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